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Life Insurance Companies generally focus on
the highest quality assets in major population
centers around the country. They offer the
most aggressive pricing at low to moderate
leverage, and can offer non-recourse financing,
which is attractive to experienced and
institutional borrowers. Most traditional loans
are fixed-rate, priced as a spread on US
Treasuries, and can be locked 60-90 days
before closing to remove interest rate risk.
Many Life Companies do offer non-traditional
floating-rate and higher yielding options for
high-quality, value-add investments. 

The Real Estate Debt Market is the aggregate of all
available financial capital that is used to leverage
investor returns when acquiring, developing, and
repositioning commercial properties. While many
conservative institutional and high-net worth
investors fund these operations with their own
cash, a vast majority are either cash-constrained
and/or want and need this leverage to match their
perceived risk-reward targets in their real estate
ventures. Types of capital providers, or lenders,
include Life Insurance Companies, Banks, Conduit
(CMBS) and Specialty Lenders/Debt Funds. 

Banks provide a wide variety of financing
solutions for both permanent financing and
construction. They tend to focus mostly within
their own limited footprint and are very
relationship focused. Terms can vary but they
can be flexible on structure and offer
competitive loan pricing for lower to moderate
leverage. Non-Recourse financing is available
for top borrowers, top quality assets, and
lower leverage requests.

Conduit (CMBS) lenders provide the most
aggressive pricing and leverage, and can offer
non-recourse financing for assets that are
outside of core markets, but are stabilized and
generally produce good cash flow. They are the
least flexible in terms of prepayment and
structure, and they price based on the US
Treasury swap market and corporate bond
spreads, which are susceptible to volatility in
the broader capital markets. 

Specialty Lenders/Debt funds focus on heavy
renovation and value-add opportunities. They
generally offer shorter-term, non-recourse
financing and are the most aggressive in
leverage and most flexible in terms of
structure. They are the most expensive capital
and are subject to floating-rate interest (SOFR)
fluctuations. 
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After a long and fairly consistent climb that began
in December 2021, the 10-year Treasury yields
peaked at nearly 4.34% during the third week in
October 2022 - but have since retreated to the
3.4-3.5% range as of early December 2022. Twelve
months ago, the yield averaged around 1.50%. The
2- and 5-year yields have generally followed suit,
albeit at levels above the 10-year. A closely
watched metric is the spread of 2-year vs. 10-year,
which turned negative in April 2022 and has
continued to widen. 

This spread is now at -0.74% as of December 13th,
indicative of a steeply inverted yield curve and
generally seen as an indicator of future recession.
Future rate movements will depend heavily on
upcoming actions by the Federal Open Market
Committee, which raised short-term rates by 50
bps at its December 14th meeting and stated its
target peak rate of 5.1% later in 2023. 

Beyond that, markets are uncertain – but there is
an expectation for the FED to pause and hold
rates steady for at least the next 12 months,
before initiating a slow decline toward a neutral
rate once economic indicators show evidence of
inflation approaching a target of 2%. 
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U S  T R E A S U R Y  M A R K E T  &  T H E  F E D

Future policy will be dictated most heavily by
upcoming CPI and Unemployment Rate trends.
The CPI released on December 13th indicated a
year-over-year inflation rate of 7.1% for November,
which beat consensus estimates, and was down
from 7.7% in October and 8.2% in September. 

The capital markets for real estate lending are
likely to be somewhat constrained in the first half
of 2023, but we can expect a slow thawing of
liquidity as corporate bond spreads begin to
tighten and CMBS debt becomes more attractive
again. It is likely that spreads have peaked and
there are some positive trends, but all-in rates still
remain well above 6%, even for the preferred
asset classes. 

Bank lenders initially were the beneficiary of
widening spreads in the bond markets, and were
able to capture many lending opportunities on
transactions that they previously weren’t
competing on, but after a rush of business in Q3-
2022 for fixed-rate debt, many are now in the
process of recycling construction capital on loans
that are maturing in an uncertain valuation
environment, and they have been pulling back
somewhat as of the last few months on higher
leverage and somewhat riskier deals.

* S O U R C E :  B U R E A U  O F  L A B O R  A N D  S T A T I S T I C S



Bank debt currently ranges in the 5.25-6.0% range,
with 30 year Amortization available for preferred
asset classes, and 20-25 year for secondary
classes – usually with some amount of recourse
required. 

While rent-growth has been a major tailwind for
development and value-add projects for the last
24 months, there’s ever-growing sentiment that
landlords are beginning to lose pricing power
(except in extremely constrained markets). And
even though there’s also evidence that pricing for
commodities used in construction are returning to
pre-pandemic levels, developer pro-formas that
relied on low interest rate permanent financing
and a comfortable spread on cap rate vs. return
on cost are tightening. 

This phenomenon will have both positive and
negative implications on future deals. Contractors
will lower pricing to be more competitive as their
pipelines diminish, but land and future
development value will face downward pressure.
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Where interest rates trend over the next 12-24
months is still indeterminate as of now. If inflation
is quelled quickly, the FED may pivot to decreasing
rates sooner than expected and accelerate the
rush of liquidity back into the market for debt
capital. Data utilized for monetary policy is mostly
trailing, so the market may be closer to returning
to normal than the headlines convey. 
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At least in the near-term, borrowers should
pursue flexible financing terms with limited
prepayment penalties – which allow refinancing at
a potential lower fixed-rate in the future, and even
consider floating rate debt if it is economical to
yields on investments. Market sellers have shown
little willingness to capitulate and accept higher
cap rates unless forced to by maturities, other LP
fund mandates, or personal issues that are forcing
a sale. 

* S O U R C E :  A T L A N T A  F E D E R A L  R E S E R V E


